As a coordinated attempt to try and limit the spread of COVID-19, and in light of ceased face-to-face activities including teaching, many of the upcoming events have been modified. This news page provides up-to-date information on upcoming education events organised or supported by the PVCE.

We encourage you to keep sharing information within the UNSW community related to events being delivered online or postponed. For more details on UNSW’s response to COVID-19, please see the UNSW website.

March

Friday 27 - UNFED Meeting
Hosted by the AGSM
POSTPONED (THURSDAY 9 APRIL)
Contact a.chambers@unsw.edu.au

April
Monday 6 April - Connections Seminar Series
Building learning communities: Inspiring and motivating first-year students presented by Dr Nicholas Apoilis
POSTPONED (DATE TO BE CONFIRMED)
Register now

Thursday 9 April - UNFED Meeting
Hosted by the AGSM
ONLINE ONLY | Contact a.chambers@unsw.edu.au

Past events

Monday 23 March - EF Lunch & Learn
Hosted by the Faculty of Engineering
ONLINE ONLY | View now
Tuesday 24 March - LET's Meet: Active Learning
Hosted by Learning Environments
ONLINE ONLY | View now

Wednesday 25 March - Connections Seminar Series
Teaching Practices to Support Students’ Motivation and Engagement presented by Dr Rebecca Collie
ONLINE ONLY | View now on Moodle
(Self enrolment key: unswconnections)

Thursday 26 March - SEA Lecture Series
Working with Secondary Teachers to Improve High School Physics Teaching presented by A/Prof. Liz Angstmann
POSTPONED (DATE TO BE CONFIRMED) | More info